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Rhythm is a fundamental element in helping children learn the basics of
music. We can see how even the youngest infant will react naturally to music 
and rhythm. This CD will be of great benefit to children in helping them
develop rhythm and the dynamics of music.

Music and rhythm also help the child to develop self-expression and
self-confidence, both of which are fundamental in establishing a feeling of 
well-being.

This CD is easy to follow. There are six sessions, each containing a variety of 
rhythms and moods for the children to explore. At the start of each track, I 
offer a suggestion of what kind of movement can be done. Of course, you the
teacher or parent - or the child, indeed - can respond creatively to the music 
and rhythm, each in his or her own way, e.g. using percussion instruments.

My friend, Lyn Sarsfield, has provided excellent accompaniment on the piano
in Let’s Move to Music. She brings a lot of experience in playing piano from her 
work as a teacher and vice-principal at Newcourt School, Bray, Co. Wicklow.

Joyce O’Hara

Session 1: Marching • sweeping • galloping • walking • skipping • dancing
moving fast & slow • listening & relaxing.   Dur. 9mins 20secs

Session 2: Marching • waving up & down • listening to ‘high’ & ‘low’ •
galloping • moving slowly • stretching • playing the piano & listening •
listening & relaxing.  Dur. 9mins 16secs

Session 3: Marching • taking tiny steps • skipping • rowing your boat •
trotting • hammering • flitting like a butterfly • listening & relaxing. 
Dur. 7mins 50secs

Session 4: Marching • skipping • pulling on a rope • running • swaying •
hopping • driving a car fast & slow • listening & relaxing. Dur. 8mins

Session 5: Marching & clapping • moving in time to music • skating •
moving like a puppet • walking • rocking from side to side • pony
riding–fast & slow • listening & relaxing.  Dur. 8mins 48secs

Session 6: Marching • taking big steps • fly your kite • moving hands up
high & down low • climbing a hill • skipping • pulling on the bell ropes • the 
‘together song’. Dur. 8mins 50secs

Joyce O’Hara introduces each 
piece of music, and suggests what
actions, or movements the children 
might do as they listen to the various
tempos and rhythms.


